
MOBILE SUITE PRO v5.5 

Mobile Functionality for RMS 

Integrated into your RMS system, Mobile 

Suite Pro gives you the power and  

functionality of a traditional POS system 

on a hand held device. This provides you 

and your staff the freedom and versatility 

of mobility while maintaining the robust  

nature of your Microsoft RMS software 

system. Available modules include: 

 Mobile Cashier 

 Inventory Count 

 Purchase Order 

 Work Order / Quotes 

 Transfer 

 Label Printing 

 Item Manager  

Complete RMS Mobile Management 

Mobile Suite Pro combines all of the New West Technologies’ 

mobile modules into one powerful mobile management tool. 

Whether you use Mobile Cashier for line busting during busy 

times or Mobile Manager for fast inventory counts, purchase 

order creation and product labeling, the full Mobile Suite will 

add all of the mobile modules to your retail management tool 

box. 

Mobile Cashier 

Included with the Mobile Suite or sold separately, you can ring 

up customer purchases, tender transactions, authorize credit 

card payments, capture signatures and print receipts, all while 

syncing sales data to your RMS store database. Mobile Cashier 

allows for seamless transactions and reporting, as well as  

increased customer satisfaction during busy seasons. Perfect 

for event merchandising and tent sales, Mobile Cashier is an 

excellent tool for use anywhere retail sales happen. 

Mobile Manager 

Included with the Mobile Suite, or sold separately, Mobile 

Manager will add a wealth of options for mobile tasks to be 

completed seamlessly and easily within your RMS system. 

Whether performing inventory counts, creating purchase  

orders and work orders, receiving product shipments,  

managing transfers, printing labels or updating item details 

like pricing, the Mobile Manager software can take your item 

management and tracking to the next level.  
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                Mobile Manager Modules 

Mobile Inventory Count 

Perform inventory counts in real-time 

or batch mode and gain complete  

inventory control.  

Mobile Purchase Order 

Create, edit and receive purchase  

orders. 

Mobile Work Order 

Manage quotes, layaways, gift  

registries and work orders. 

Mobile Transfer 

Create and receive transfer orders  

between stores, edit existing orders 

and recall and redirect transfers. 

Mobile Label Printing 

Print item barcode labels using a  

wireless Bluetooth printer. 

Mobile Item Manager  

 (not sold separately) 

Scan new items into inventory and  

easily add to the database, create  

aliases, view and make corrections on 

existing inventory items and set sale 

dates for individual items. 

Mobile Suite Pricing 

Prices listed are per license, per hand 

held device. The first year of software 

maintenance is included in the list price, 

renewable annually. 

 Mobile Suite Pro: $1,740.00  

- Includes: Mobile Cashier & Mobile  

  Manager 

 Mobile Cashier: $1,194.00  

 Mobile Manager: $1,194.00  

- Includes: Inventory, PO, WO, Transfer,    

Label Printing and Item Manager 

 

Individual Mobile Modules: 

 Mobile Inventory: $474.00  

 Mobile Purchase Order: $474.00 

 Mobile Work Order: $474.00 

 Mobile Transfer: $474.00 

 Mobile Label Printing: $474.00 
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